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Outline: 
• Translation constraints/difficulties 
• Tackling translation procedures 



Even the s imp les t , mos t bas i c 
requirement we make of translation 
cannot be met without difficulty: one 
cannot always match the content of a 
m e s s a g e i n l a n g u a g e A b y a n 
expression with exactly the same 
content in language B, because what 
can be expressed and what must be 
expressed is a property of a specific 
language in much the same way as how 
it can be expressed.  
!

(Winter quoted in Baker 2011: 92)



Translation cannot be done without 

difficulties and constraints, no matter what 

languages are involved. It is more so in 

translating between English and Kurdish, 

which are marked by different linguistic 

systems and socio-cultural incongruities.  



!

1. Translation constraints at linguistic level  

Different languages have different linguistic 

systems. This leads to translation difficulties 

between almost all languages. The most 

remarkable constraints encountered at linguistic 

level are: 

!

a) lack of direct equivalent at the lexical level 

b) lack of direct equivalent at the semantic level 



!

!

1.1 Lexical level 

As far as English and Kurdish are concerned, the 

patterns of difficulties encountered at the lexical level 

can be put into three categories:  

!

(1) lacunae in lexicon 

(2)collocational constraints 

(3) limited range of word class of some TL 
equivalents



1.1.1 Lacunae in lexicon 

Vinay and Darbelnet (1995: 32) use the term ‘lacunae’ 

to refer to “gaps […] in the target language (TL) which 

must be filled by corresponding elements, so that the 

overall impression is the same for the two messages”. 

The lacunae are “often associated with the problem of 

translation difficulties” (Anokhina 2013: 172).



Procedures to overcome lacunae in lexicon: 

a) Borrowing:  
Kurdistan can be a model for democracy in a troubled 

region > 

 كوردستان دهتوانێت ببێتھ مۆدێلێك بۆ دیموكراسی 

!

!

b) Generalisation: 

John L Esposito, professor of international 

relations> 

جۆن ئێسپۆزیتۆ مامۆستای پھیوهندیھ نێودهوڵھتیھکان



c) Near-synonymy:  

dysfunctional economy > ئابوری شكستخواردوو 

[‘failed economy’] 

!

d) Expansion/amplification: 

Our team has a great deal of potential.>  

تیمھكھمان ئھگھری سھرکھوتنی زۆری ھھیھ.



e) Paraphrase: 

Example: 

If you want to get a degree in politics, you have to 

study politics, sociology and philosophy. So, it is not 

an easy route for a would-be politician. > 

ئھگھر بتھوێت بڕوانامھی زانستھ سیاسیھكان بھدهست بێنیت، دهبێت 

وانھی زانستھ سیاسیھكان و كۆمھڵناسی و فھلسھفھ بخوێنیت. بۆیھ، 

ڕێگھیھكی ئاسان نیھ بۆ كھسێك بیھوێت (لھ داھاتوودا) ببێتھ 
سیاسھتمھدار.



!

!

f) Omission: Omission is considered to be “a common 

characteristic of journalistic translation, especially 

when translators work under constraints of time and 

space” (Rasul 2015: 210). 

!

"Help from America can be misunderstood," one 

would-be Egyptian politician told the Washington Post. 

سیاسھتمھدارێكی میسری بھ واشنتۆن پۆستی ڕاگھیاند، "یارمھتی لھالیھن 

ئھمھریکاوه دهكرێ بھھھڵھ لێكدانھوهی بۆ بكرێت”.



1.1.2 Collocational constraints  

Collocation is defined as “the occurrence of two or more words 

within a short space of each other in a text” (Sinclair 1991: 71). 

Different languages have different collocation systems. This 

difference can sometimes result in odd collocations which, if 

not eliminated in the proofreading process, will sound 

unnatural in the TT.  

…judge me on my performance, on how I … create jobs… 

…بھپێی كردارهكانم ھھڵمبسھنگێنن لھسھر ئھوهی چۆن … كار دهستھبھردهكھم… 
[‘…judge me according to my performance, on how I … 

provide jobs…’] 

!

 - civil war > ?



1.1.2 Limited range of word class 

The limited range of word class or word form is one 

of the immediate difficulties in translating from 

English into Kurdish, which makes direct translation 

impossible.  

For example, Kurdish has two equivalents for 

equipment (کھرهستھ/ ئامێر) but not for equipped. 



Procedures to overcome the issue of limit range of word 
class: 

a) Transposition: transposition at the lexical level is mainly 

concerned with a shift in the word class. For instance, Kurdish has 

an equivalent for the verb visit, but it does not have an equivalent 

for the agent noun form (visitor). 

!

…any visitor to the Kurdish region of Iraq will be impressed by 

the public investment… 

…ھھر كھسێك سھردانی ھھرێمی كوردستانی عێراق بكات كاریگھر دهبێت بھ وهبھرھێنانی 

گشتی… 

[‘…anyone who visits the Kurdish region of Iraq will be impressed 

by the public investment…] 



b) Paraphrase: this is often a practical, but not always a 

preferable, option to translate many words and terms that 

resist direct translation. Paraphrasing SL words with limited 

word class in the TL is not an exception. Consider the 

following extract, where the word visitor is paraphrased. 

!

A visitor to Erbil, particularly, would be struck by the 

construction boom. 

ھھر کھسێکی بیانی کھ سھردانی ھھولێر دهکات بھتایبھت سھرسام دهبێت بھو 
پێشکھوتنھی بواری بنیادنان. 

[‘Any foreign person who visits Erbil would be particularly 

surprised by the development in the field of construction.’] 



c) Near-synonymy: occasionally, translation difficulties 

encountered due to limited range of word class can be 

eliminated by using a near-synonym, i.e. using a formally 

different but semantically related word. 

!

It is one of the few places in Turkey where neither blasting 

pop music nor flatscreen televisions entertain visitors… 

ئھمھ یھکێکھ لھو چھند شوێنھ کھمھی تورکیا کھ نھ باھۆزی مۆسیقای پۆپ میوانھکانی 
کھیفساز دهکات و نھ تھلھفیزیۆنی شاشھ فالت… 

[‘It is one of the few places in Turkey where neither blasting 

pop music nor flatscreen television entertains the guests…’] 



d) Omission: It is practically possible to omit any bit of language 

in translation, although this always leads to meaning loss.  

For instance, Kurdish has an equivalent for increasing (زیاد دهکات), 

but not for its adverb form increasingly. Consequently, the word 

increasingly is simply dropped in the translation of the following 

extract: 

!

Turkey has been playing an increasingly influential role in Iraqi 

politics. 

توركیا توانیوویھتی ڕۆڵێكی كاریگھر بگێڕێ لھ گۆڕهپانی سیاسی عێراقدا. 

[‘Turkey has been able to play a strong role in Iraqi political 

arena.’]



1.2 Translation constraints at the semantic level  

1.2.1 Limited range of meaning 

The limited range of meaning of some Kurdish equivalents causes a 

real translation impediment. More than often not, English words and 

terms have to be translated into Kurdish near-synonyms because of 

the limited semantic range of their supposed TL equivalents.  

For example: 

• poor service >  

•  [’bad service‘] خراپی خزمھتگوزاری

• key ministries >  

• [’important ministries‘] وهزارهتھ گرنگھکان



1.2.1 Idioms 

Idioms are defined as “frozen patterns of language which allow 

little or no variation in form and […] often carry meanings which 

cannot be deduced from their individual components” (Baker 

2011: 67). Since idioms are language specific, and some of 

them are even culture-specific, they are bound to create 

difficulties in translations between all languages.



Translation procedures to effectively handle idioms in 
translation 

a) Calque: Vinay and Darbelnet (1995: 32) define ‘calque’ as “a 

special kind of borrowing whereby a language borrows an 

expression form of another, but then translates literally each of 

its elements”. Translating idioms by calque involves replacing 

an SL idiom by a TL idiom that has similar meaning and form 

(Baker 2011: 76).  

!

The agreement never came to fruition… 

ڕێککھوتنھ ھھرگیز نھھاتھ  بھرھھم… 

[‘The agreement never came to fruition…’]



b) Communicative translation: if it is impossible to find a TL 

idiom with similar meaning and form, idioms ought to be 

translated by equivalence or communicative translation, i.e. 

replacing an SL idiom by a TL idiom that has the same 

meaning but a different form. For instance, the English idiom 

like houses of cards is communicatively translated into the 

Kurdish idiom وهك پولی دۆمینھ [‘like domino blocks’[, which has 

similar meaning but a different form in the context of the 

following extract: 

Buildings collapsed like houses of cards… 

بیناكان وهك پولی دۆمینھ دادهڕمان



c) Paraphrase: if communicative translation is not possible 

either, translators can always use paraphrase as a possible 

alternative. Chesterman (1997: 104) considers paraphrase a 

typical translation procedure for rendering idioms that do not 

have idiomatic counterparts in the target language.  

For example: 

Never say never



d) Omission: apart from the translation procedures mentioned 

above, sometimes translators also omit idioms either because 

they do not have counterparts in the TL or it is difficult to work 

out their meanings. This can be rightly criticised, because by 

omitting an idiom, although translators can avoid producing a 

nonsensical translation, the meaning of the message may be 

compromised. 

!

I’ve been putting together my own back-of-the-envelope guess 

list of what I’d call the “not-so-obvious forces”… 

ھھمیشھ لێكدانھوهی تایبھتی خۆم ھھبووه بۆ ھۆكاری ئھم خۆپیشاندانانھ كھ پێیان دهڵێم "ھێزی 

ناڕۆشن".



1.2.3 Metaphors 

Dickins et al. (2002: 147) define metaphor as “a figure of speech 

in which a word or phrase is used in a non-basic sense, this 

non-basic sense suggesting a likeness or analogy with another 

more basic sense of the same word or phrase”.  

!

Metaphor is said to “give rise to difficulties in translation between 

any two languages, but where the languages concerned are as 

relatively different culturally and linguistically as English and 

Arabic, the difficulties are sometimes quite pronounced” (Dickins 

et al. 2002: 146).



Procedures to overcome problems in metaphor 
translation: 

a) Communicative translation: this involves the replacement 

of an SL metaphor by a TL metaphor which uses a different 

image to express the same sense. 

Among the news stories on car bombings, political stalemate 

and social instability, the larger story of personal and 

educational development in the country sometimes gets lost. 

لھ نێو ھھواڵھكانی تھقینھوهی ئۆتۆمبێلی بۆمبڕێژكراو و گرێ كوێرهی سیاسی و 
ناسھقامگیری كۆمھاڵیھتی، زۆر لھچیرۆكی پێشكھوتنھ تایبھتی و فێركارییھكان لھواڵتدا 

ھھندێجار ووندهبن.



b) Paraphrase: paraphrase is a practical procedure for 

translating metaphors, although it tends to reduce the 

expressiveness and vividness of the metaphor. In other 

words, paraphrasing metaphors involves the transference of 

sense at the expense of the metaphorical image.  

!

I think the more we have a democracy from the grassroots, 

the less likely there going to have kind of the sectarian 

divisions… 

پێموایھ تاوەكو دیموكراسی زیاترمان ھھبێت لھسھر ئاستھكانی خوارەوەی خھڵك، ئھوا 
ئھگھری ھاتنھ ئارای ڕەوشێكی مھترسیداری دابھشبوونی تائیفی كھم دەبێتھوە… 



c) Near-synonymy: this is particularly useful in the 

translation of dead metaphors, i.e. the type of metaphor 

which “one does not normally even realize is a metaphor 

as in a ‘talented’ man or the ‘arm’ of a chair” (Dickins et 

al. 2002: 149).  

!

•bottomless sectarian war > شھری قوڵی تایھفی [‘deep 

sectarian war’] 

•to boost production >  پھرەپێدانی بھرھھمھێنان [‘to develop 

production’].



d) Literal translation: this can be sometimes 

acceptable, especially when the meaning of the 

metaphor is transparent. For instance, the metaphor 

suicide, in the following example, is effectively 

rendered by literal translation: 

!

But Taiwan also edged away from the brink of national 
suicide by restraining secessionist impulses… 

ھھروەھا تایوان لھ کھناری خۆکوژی نیشتیمانیی گھڕاوەتھوه ئھویش لھڕێگھی 
کۆنترۆڵکردنی حھزەکانی بۆ ڕاگھیاندنی سھربھخۆیی…



2. Translation constraints at cultural level  

“Differences between cultures cause many more 

severe complications for the translator than do 

differences in language structure” 

(Nida’s 1964: 161) 

There are at least four types of difficulties encountered 

at the cultural level:  

(1) cultural lacunae,  

(2) proper names,  

(3) new institutional terms.



2.1 Cultural lacunae  

This is usually a lexical gap, where a cultural term does 

not have an equivalent lexical item in the TL culture. To 

exemplify cultural lacunae, consider the two culture-

specific terms hawk and dove in the following extract: 

!

"Donald the dove, and Hillary the hawk" is the statement 

often repeated by many following this year's US 

presidential election.



2.1 Proper names 
Decades ago, proper names were considered untranslatable.  
!

Zabeeh (1968: 69), believes that proper names are “international 
items which belong to no specific language”, so they cannot and 
should not be translated.  
!

Newmark (1981: 70) believes that proper nouns locate outside 
language belonging to the encyclopaedia rather than dictionary, and 
since they have no meaning or connotations, they are “both 
untranslatable and not to be translated”.  
!

Nord (2003: 182) suggests that it is rather a perception to 
consider proper names untranslatable, because “looking at 
translated texts we find that translators do all sorts of things with 
proper names”. 



Proper nouns are usually translated by borrowing: 

New York > نیویۆرك 

They can also be translated by adaptation 

Helen the piglet >  ھێلینی بھرخ



Problems with translating proper names: 

!

!

The Times > ڕۆژنامھی تایمز



More importantly, in the case of English and Kurdish 

translation, cities with two names can be particularly 

problematic.  

!

Tripoli > طرابلس 

Heliopolis >  عین شمس 

Aleppo > حلب



New institutional terms  

Established institutional terms generally do not pose 

translation difficulties. For instance, established institutional 

terms such as: 

 United Nations > نھتھوه یھكگرتووكان  

European Union > یھكێتی ئھوروپا 

Translating new institutional terms, however, seems to be 

problematic.  

Iceland Pirate Party 

پارتی چھتھی دهریایی ئایسھلھندا ؟ 

پارتی چھتھی ئایسلھندا ؟ 

پارتی پایڕهتی ئایسلھندا ؟



36

Identify the cultural terms in the following text 
and translate them into Kurdish: 

!

BBC says reporter freed in southeast Turkey 
!
The authorities on Sunday freed a reporter for the BBC service in 
the southeast of the country after holding her for a day without 
explanation, the broadcaster said. 
!
Hatice Kamer was detained on Saturday while reporting on a mine 
disaster in the Kurdish-dominated Siirt region of the southeast that 
left 11 miners dead and five missing, BBC said in a statement on its 
website. 
!
According to the Platform for Independent Journalism website, 
there are now 145 journalists behind bars in Turkey, which is 
ranked 151st of 180 countries in the 2016 World Press Freedom 
index published by Reporters Without Borders.
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Thank you! 

Any questions?


